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SUMMARY 

This manual is a practical guide for rapid adjustment of planers with precision instruments developed 
by Forintek. These instruments are very easy to use, and allow fast and precise adjustments. The 
manual also includes a large number of figures to further guide the operator with the adjustment of 
planers. 
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1 .o 

PLANER ADJUSTMENT TOOLS 

Benoit Laganihe 

INTRODUCTION 

This guide is a companion to the “High Speed Planer Adjustment Manual” published by Forintek 
Canada Corp., and it deals only with the adjustment of planers. 

The methods of adjustment proposed vary with a number of factors that can change from one planer 
mill to another: raw material characteristics (e.g. species, density, temperature, moisture, felling site, 
storage time prior to planing), sawing quality, drying quality, mechanical wear and tear of the planer, 
mechanical structure of the planer, knife geometry, etc. 

Given that these factors may change every day, nobody can set fixed rules for the adjustment of all 
planers. The adjustment methods suggested by Forintek provide the exact positions of the parts in 
space. Operators are advised to experiment around the values provided in the examples, and to 
fine-tune their planing parameters according to their own environment. 

In addition, good maintenance and good control over the positions of the planer parts will facilitate 
the operator’s job. Downtime and mechanical damage will occur less frequently, and planing quality 
will improve. 

After reading this manual and implementing its adjustment methods, the operator will be able to 
identify planing problems, and to correct them rapidly. 

The operating principles of planers look like straightforward, but severe and fluctuating operating 
conditions make their adjustment quite delicate. 

forintek Canada Corp. 



2.0 DESCRIPTION OF A PLANER 

Planers are divided into 4 sections (Figure 1). 

The first section, or infeed, firmly moves the lumber into the planer. The upper rolls clamp the piece 
down against the lower feed rolls, and, from then on, the speed of the lumber is controlled by the feed 
rolls. 

In the second section, face planing, wood fiber is removed from the faces of the lumber piece by the 
bottom and top cutterheads. Each head is equipped with a set of knives. The bedplate is vertically 
adjustable, and it controls the depth of cut of the bottom head. The receiving plate can be levelled, 
but cannot be adjusted vertically. The chip-breaker is used to press the lumber against the bedplate 
as the bottom face is being planed by the bottom head. Thanks to its geometry, the chip-breaker also 
serves to break up planer shavings, which reduces the risk of plugging the shavings collection system. 
The pressure bar firmly restrains the lumber while the bottom face is being planed, and it prevents any 
motion of the piece between the receiving plate and the pressure bar. 

In the third section, edge planing, edges are planed by the inside and outside cutterheads. Inside and 
outside chip-breakers break up planer shavings. The guide bar and the inside and outside receiving 
guides restrain the lumber while edges are being planed. 

The fourth section, or outfeed, is equipped with a bottom roll and a top roll which restrain the piece 
and feed it out of the planer. The adjustable guide bar provides lateral support for the piece as it travels 
through the planer. 

Forintek Canada Corp. 3 



r Outfeed p”“97 Face planing T------- lnfeed -1 

side view 

top view 

l- Live bridge 
2- First infeed bottom roll 
3- lnfeed plate 
4- Second infeed bottom roll 
5- First infeed top roll 
6- Second infeed top roll 
7- Bedplate 
8- Bottom cutterhead 
9- Receiving plate (reference) 
1 o- Chip-breaker 
ll- Top cutterhead 
12- Pressure bar (top reference) 
13- Reference bars (edge planing) 
14- Guide bar 

4 

Figure 7. Planer parts (side and top view) 

15- Inside lateral head 
1 6- Bottom outfeed roll 
1 7- Top outfeed roll 
1 8- Outfeed plate 
1 9- Main guide (inside reference) 
20- Inside chip-breaker 
21- Inside receiving guide 
22- Inside outfeed guide 
23- Outside receiving guide (reference) 
24- Outside chip-breaker 
25- Outside lateral head 
26- Outside outfeed guide 
27- Datum line 
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3.0 ADJUSTMENT AND ALIGNMENT 

3.1 First steps before adjusting and aligning a planer 

The planing operation is meant to process lumber in terms of quality (dimensional tolerances, no 
mechanical defects, etc.) and of quantity (productivity). For the planer to operate properly, five 
conditions need to be met: 

l Proper settings and alignments. 
l Properly sharpened knives. 
l Machine in excellent mechanical condition. 
. Clean machine. 

. Properly lubricated machine. 

Before proceeding with alignment operations, the operator should check the plates, the pressure bar 
and the chip-breakers for wear. I f  the anti-friction coating (chrome plating or other) is worn through, 
the part should be replaced. The heads need to be jointed, and the knives replaced. 

l Make sure that all heads have come to a complete stop, and the main breaker is in the OFF 
position. Lock it with your padlock. Severed fingers don’t grow back! 

l Make sure that no knot or wood debris is interfering with the head positioning mechanisms. 
l Unlock the top head, all infeed and outfeed rolls, and raise them by about 6 inches: 

- unlock the bedplate, and lower it as far as it will go; 
- disconnect the suction conduits from the side heads; 
- clean the machine thoroughly with compressed air. 

l Clean up the bedplate, the receiving plate and all the rolls with a non-flammable solvent. 
. Un-couple the first two bottom feed rolls if they share the same adjustment. 
l Once all adjustment and alignment operations have been completed, check that all bolts have 

been properly tightened. 

3.2 Tools required for adjustment procedures 

Before adjusting your planer, you need to secure the following instruments: 

l Precision level 199 from Starrett * [l]. 
l Precision level 98-8 or 98-l 2 from Starrett.* 
l Precision square (approximately 12 in. x 20 in.) 20-24 from Starrett.* 
l Straight edge (Precision ground flat stock) ‘/2 in. x 2 in. x 36 in., 54443 from Starrett.* 

l Straight edge (Precision ground flat stock) ‘/2 in. x 2 in. x 120 in. * 
l Digital dial indicator 543-611 from Mitutoyo * [2]. 

l Back plate for digital dial indicator PT24075 from Starrett. * 

l Contact point for digital dial indicator, $1 in., PT06632/21 from Starrett. * 

0 Feeler gauge. 
l Piano wire (18 or 18.5 gauge, 50 ft. long). 

l Scriber. 

Forintek Canada Corp. 5 



. Clearance indicator (section 3.7). 
l Clearance measuring instrument (section 3.8). 
l Clearance gauge (section 3.9). 
l Adjustment jig for knives of inside or outside heads (section 4.10). 
l Adjustment jig for inside and outside heads (section 4.11). 

*Other models can be used provided they have identical characteristics. 

3.3 Levelling 

Parts should always be checked for level before the planer is adjusted or examined for an operating 
problem. A planer that is not at an exact level is accepted. But all planer parts must be parallel between 
them. For example, if the bubble of the level is at a position, the bubble of all the other parts must be 
at the same position. 

3.3.1 Calibration of the level 

Even before proceeding with the levelling of a part, the level itself should be checked for level. 
A simple way to do this is to clamp a well-machined rod (or a perfectly straight square bar) in 
a vise (Figure 2). Position the level at a specific point on the rod, and record its position with 
a scriber mark or an object clamped to the rod. Observe the position of the bubble in the level. 
Rotate the level 180’. If the level is well calibrated, the bubble will be in precisely in the same 
position as before. If it is not, unscrew the bolted part, and adjust the vertical position of the 
bubble until proper level isachieved. The operation requires much concentration and patience. 

Bubble p,i;g r 

Bubble position 

Figure 2. Calibration of a level 

Forintek Canada Corp. 



3.3.2 Levelling plates, and top and bottom heads 

The plates should be checked for level in 
both the transverse and the longitudinal 
directions (Figure 3). Position the level on 
the bottom and top heads as shown in 
Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Levelling the plates 

1 1 

, \, 

I - - 1 

Figure 4. Levelling the top and bottom 
cutterheads and the feed rolls 

3.3.3 Levelling top rolls, chip-breakers and pressure bar 

Given their geometrical arrangement, these 
parts cannot be levelled by direct Top roll 

application of the level. One method 
known to the industry consists in - - 1 

positioning a metal block with parallel top 
and bottom faces, over the lower parts 
(Figure 5). A feeler gauge is then used to Bottom roll 
verify that the top and bottom parts are - 
parallel. Level model suggested is 98-8 or 

- 

98-12 from Starrett [l]. 

Figure 5. Levelling with a metal block 

Forintek Canada Corp. 7 



An alternative approach is to modify a precision level by rotating the bubble 180’. The 
accuracy of the level can then be checked in the same manner as Figure 6. The method for 
checking the level of the parts is shown in Figures 7 and 8. 

Straight edge r End of the bubble 
7 

Rotation of the bubble (180’) 

End of the bubble 

7 

Figure 6. Calibration of a modified level 

Figure 7. Levelling pressure bar Figure 8. Levelling top infeed roll 

If any of the parts need to be adjusted with the use of a speed reducer, the backlash should be 
eliminated first by lowering then raising the part to the desired position. The levels used in 
Section 3.3.2 should be capable of a 0.0005 in./ft. degree of precision. Model 199 from Starrett 
[l] is recommended. 

3.4 Adjusting rolls for parallelism 

It is critical to verify that the rolls are parallel, because, if they are not, feeding and planing problems 
may result. Two methods are available. The first method consists in identifying the center of the 
machine by locating the machining references scribed by the manufacturer (Figure 9). A piano wire 
is then stretched over theses marks, and the guide bar is adjusted parallel to the piano wire. A precision 
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square (12 in. x 20 in.) applied against the guide bar is used to check that the rolls are perpendicular 
to it. 

figure 9. Adjusting rolls for parallelism (machine reference) 

The second method will prove useful when the manufacturer’s machining references cannot be located 
(Figure 10). The precision square is used to adjust the bottom cutterhead to the guide bar. All other 
parts are adjusted by reference to the guide bar. The piano wire, which will be used for other 
adjustments, must be parallel to the guide. It is advisable to create some sort of a permanent setup so 
that the above steps do not have to be repeated in future adjustment operations. 

Figure 10. Adjusting rolls for parallelism (main guide reference) 

Forintek Canada Corp. 



3.5 Adjusting infeed 

Before adjusting this section, check with your manufacturer for instructions, as the arrangement of the 
parts varies from one planer to another. The purpose of this adjustment is to steer the piece of lumber 
so that its front end rests at the same time on the bedplate and below the chip-breaker, in order to 
reduce friction against the bedplate. 

l Apply the straight edge over the receiving plate and the first bottom infeed roll close to the guide 
bar. Adjust the vertical position of the roll so that the straight edge is in complete contact with 
the receiving plate, and therefore in a level position (Figure 11). Slide the straight edge to a 
position 10 in. from the guide bar, and check that the straight edge remains in continuous contact 
with the receiving plate. Some manufacturers set the first bottom infeed roll 0.025 in. higher than 
the receiving plate. 

straight edge and 
receiving plate 

Second bottom 

plate feed roll 

Figure 7 7. Adjusting bedplate and bottom feed rolls 

l The receiving plate should be 3/8 in. lower than the bottom feed rolls. 

l Set the second bottom infeed roll 0.006 in. [Stetson-Ross (511 lower than the straight edge if the 
planer runs faster than 600 ft./min (0.013 in. higher for Yates [4], 0.012 in. lower for Akhurst [3]). 
This setting is valid for a depth of cut of l/16 in. Check both ends of the roll to make sure they 
are at the same distance from the straight edge. The receiving plate should be positioned before 
the second bottom infeed roll is adjusted. If  the depth of cut changes, this roll needs to be 
re-adjusted. 

l The top feed rolls are set to the same inclination as the bottom feed rolls, and I/8 in. lower than 
the rough lumber thickness [Stetson-Ross (5)] (Figure 12). Other references suggest l/l 6 in. 
[Akhurst (311. It is important to ensure proper feed without overly squeezing the lumber and 
damaging it. 

10 Forintek Canada Corp. 



Bed plate 

Second bottom 
feed roll 

lnfeed plate 

First bottom 
feed roll 

Figure 12. Aligning top rolls against bottom rolls and trajectory of a lumber piece through the planer 

To better position the lumber against the guide bar, some references suggest setting the top feed rolls 
at a l/64 in. per foot angle towards the guide bar [Yates (411 (Figure 13). Others suggest setting the 
bottom rolls 0.005 in. per foot higher at the bar end [Akhurst (3)] (0.003 in. higher than the receiving 
plate, Stetson-Ross [5]) (Figure 14). Even if the slopes involved are small, the edges of the lumber will 
most likely not be parallel. 

l/64” to f 
J 

Guide bar r Plate 
l/32” max. -l 

1 I  
--__-___---_-- 

I I 

I- Bottom 
feed roll 

Figure 13. Slope of top infeed rolls Figure 14. Slope of bottom infeed rolls 

In addition, if the rolls are worn excessively into a conical shape, the lumber may move away from 
the guide bar, and its ends may get gouged by the lateral cutterheads. Different types of knurling may 
be used for the feed rolls in winter and in summer. Frozen wood requires sharper points for adequate 
hold. In summer, the points may be less sharp. 

Forintek Canada Corp. 



3.6 Adjusting outfeed rolls 

l Raise the bottom outfeed roll 0.030 in. (l/32 in.) [Stetson-Ross (511 (0.000 in. for Yates [4]) higher 
than the receiving plate by positioning the straight edge over the roll and slipping shims under 
the straight edge at the end of the receiving plate. The straight edge should be level (Figure 15). 

. The top outfeed roll should be set l/16 in. lower than the target thickness of the lumber. If it is 
set too high, the lumber may jam in the chip-breaker. 

Figure 15. Adjusting lower outfeed roll 

3.7 Adjustments for face planing 

The critical aspect of this method is the 
precise determination of the parts 
positions in space. We will perform 
these adjustments with the help of the 
clearance indicator (Figure 16). 
Manufacturing plans of this tool are 
shown in Apppendix 1. 

Contact disc (81”) J 

Precision digital 
dial indicator 

Figure 16. Clearance indicator 

The top and bottom edges of the instrument are perfectly parallel. A precision digital indicator 
(0.001 in.; minimum % in. stroke) is mounted onto the instrument. The end of the indicator probe 
consists of a flat disc, 1 in. in diameter. Adigital indicator is strongly recommended, because it provides 
easy, direct readings. To use the instrument, zero it on a flat surface (the receiving plate), then slide it 
over to the desired location, with the disc in contact with the point to be measured. As shown in Figure 
17, the disc is in contact with the tip of a knife (the head has been jointed). In this manner, the cutting 
circle of a cutting head can be determined easily and rapidly. 

12 Forintek Canada Corp. 



It is recommended to scribe a punch mark on the guide bar at the precise location where the clearance 
indicator is first used. This will make it easier for the operator to make further measurements by simply 
slipping the instrument over the mark and taking direct readings. The time required for checking the 
horizontal planing section should not exceed 3 minutes, and the operation should be repeated as 
frequently as possible. 

3.7.1 Setting bottom cutterhead and receiving plate 

l Set the clearance indicator on the 
receiving plate, and zero it (Figure 17). 

l Slide the clearance indicator until the 
probe disk is in contact with a knife edge 
at its highest position on the cutting circle 
(Figure 18). We suggest raising the 
bottom head 0.005 in. higher than the 
bedplate to compensate for the 
decompression of dry wood, and reduce 
friction over the bedplate (0.003 in. for 
Yates [4], 0.008 in. to 0.012 in. for 
Akhurst [5]). The decompression (or 
expansion) of green wood will be greater 
than that of dry wood. 

l Again, slide the indicator and bring the 
probe disc in contact with the bedplate 
as shown on Figure 19. It should read 
0.055 in. This 0.055 in. clearance, 
added to the 0.005 in. clearance for the 
cutterhead itself, provides a total depth 
of cut of 0.060 in. (approx. l/16 in.) for 
the bottom cutterhead. 

Figure 17. Zero setting on receiving plate 

o! 
(, r.KEq 

. . . . . 
~~~ - r 0.005” 

1 

cutting circle 

Figure 78. Cutting circle (clearance) of bottom 
head (reading 7) 

I 

Figure 19. Positioning bedplate (reading 2) 

forintek Canada Corp. 13 



3.7.2 Setting top cutterhead, pressure bar and chip-breaker 
l Turn clearance indicator upside down, and measure the position of a knife edge of the top head 

(Figure 20). Let us say, for example, that the reading is 0.250 in. Add the instrument height (5.500 
in.). The distance between the cutting circle of the top head and the bedplate is therefore 5.750 
in. (5.500 in. + 0.250 in.). 

r 0.250” 

t t 

Figure 20. Setting top cutterhead (reading 3) 

l Slide the indicator towards the edge of the pressure bar (Figure 21). The pressure bar should be 
0.002 in. higher than the cutting circle of the top head [Stetson-Ross (5)] (0.003 in. for Yates [4]). 
Adjust the pressure bar so that the digital indicator reads 0.252 in. (0.250 in. + 0.002 in.). Another 
practical way of adjusting the pressure bar consists in lowering it until the surface of the lumber 
turns shiny, then raising it gradually until the shine disappears. The corresponding clearance 
should be noted for further reference. 

TOP 
cutting 

head 

t 5.500” 5.752” 

7 
t t 

1 5.752” 1 

Figure 2 1, Setting pressure bar 

l Now bring the clearance indicator under the chip-breaker (Figure 22). The recommended 
vertical distance between the chip-beaker and the cutting circle of the top cutterhead is 0.125 in. 
(l/8 in.), and the indicator should show a reading of 0.125 in. (0.250 in. - 0.125 in.). If the 
chip-breaker is set too low, the lumber will jam in the planer. Adjust the chip-breaker so that it 
applies a slight pressure over the lumber, and good stability is obtained. Thick boards will 
deflect, but the chip-breaker comes down and maintains its pressure on the surface. The 
chip-breaker should be set as close as feasible to the cutting circle of the top head (l/8 in.). As 
the knife comes out of the wood, it tends to tear out fibers. If the chip-breaker is close to the knife 

14 Forintek Canada Corp. 



edge, fibers can only break between the knife and the chip-breaker. Consequently, if the distance 
between the two is kept to a minimum, fibers will be far less likely to tear out. The length of fiber 
torn out is proportional to the distance between the two parts. The chip-breaker also serves to 
control the length of the shavings, which would otherwise accumulate in the collection system 
and plug it up. 

Top head 

f t 

Figure 22. Setting chip-breaker 

l Typical settings for a planer equipped with automatic read-outs for the positions of the bedplate 
and of the top and bottom cutterheads with a precision of 0.001 in. Let us assume that the 
operation produces lumber 1.500 in. in thickness, and that we ignore the wood spring-back 
factor. Going back to the previous example (Readings 1, 2 and 3 refer to Figures 18, 19 and 20): 

Thickness of the piece at this position = reading 3 - reading 1 - reading 2 

= 5.750 in. - 0.005 in. - 0.055 in. = 5.690 in. 

Setting for top cutterhead (to produce 1.500 in.) = Thickness of the piece at this position - 1.500 in. 
= reading 3 - reading 1 - reading 2 - 1.500 in. 

= 5.750 in. - 0.005 in. - 0.055 in. - 1.500 in. 

= 4.190 in. 

3.8 Adjustments for edge planing 

The clearance measuring instrument consists of a base and a contact disc screwed onto the extremity 
of a bolt. It is used to set the edge planing section of the planer (Figure 23). The clearance measured 
with the clearance measuring instrument is read with the clearance indicator (Figure 24). The geometry 
of the measuring instrument is such that it can be introduced in-between the side heads. Its function 
is the same as the clearance indicator, except that it does not provide direct readings. Manufacturing 
plans of this tool are shown in Appendix 1. 

Forintek Canada Corp. 15 



/-- Bolt 

Figure 23. Clearance measuring instrument 

Clearance 

instrument 

0.060" 

Figure 24. Clearance reading with clearance indicator 

l (Figure 25) Position the contact disc over the cutting edge of an inside head knife by screwing 
the bolt in or out. Read the position of the contact disc with the clearance indicator as shown 
in Figure 24. Set the depth of cut of the inside cutterhead at 0.060 in. (for example) relative to 
the guide bar. The depth of cut of the inside cutterhead should be adjusted as per Section 6.0 
of the High Speed Planer Adjustment manual published by Forintek. 

l (Figure 26) Slide the clearance measuring instrument towards the inside receiving guide. Using 
the same procedure as above, position the inside receiving guide at 0.055 in. relative to the guide 
bar. 

l (Figure 27) Move the clearance measuring instrument again, and position the inside outfeed 
guide at 0.055 in. relative to the guide bar. To make sure that the inside outfeed guide is truly 
parallel to the guide bar, move the clearance measuring instrument around, and see that there 
is no slack with the guide bar. 
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Inside 
receiving 
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Clearance measuring 
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guide 

1 

lnfeed 

Inside 

Figure 25. Depth of cut of inside head (top view) 

I 

lnfeed 

Figure 26. Clearance of inside reception guide 

Inside 

lnfeed 

Figure 27. Clearance of inside outfeed guide, and verification of parallelism 
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l (Figure 28) If  the planer is processing 2 in. x 3 in. lumber (2.500 in. wide), set the distance 
between the guides at 2.510 in. (2.500 in. + 0.005 in. + 0.005 in.) with a metal block ground 
to precisely 2.500 in. Additional clearance may be required to prevent the lumber from 
jamming. Use a thickness gauge of 0.010 in. to create the clearance. A greater clearance is 
necessary to prevent jammed lumber. Use 3.500 in. and 5.500 in. wide for the 4 in. and the 6 in. 
nominal. 

I 

lnfeed 

Figure 28. Aligning infeed and outfeed outside guides 

l (Figure 29) Place the contact disc on a knife edge of the outside cutterhead, 0.005 in. from the 
outside receiving guide. 

I 
‘V 

lnfeed 

Figure 29. Cutting circle of outside cutterhead 

l (Figure 30) Set the chip-breaker at a position 0.125 in. further in that the outside receiving guide. 

The guide bar should be parallel to the reference bars, and it should be set in such a way as to prevent 
the lumber from moving vertically during the edge planing process. This adjustment is best performed 
with a metal block machined to precisely 2.500 in. (3 in. nominal), 3.500 in. (4 in. nominal) and 
5.500 in. (6 in. nominal) width, use 0.005 in., 0.010 in. and 0.015 in. feeler gauge for clearance to 
make up for wood spring back after planing. 
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lnfeed 

Outside 
chip-breaker 

Figure 30. Chip-breaker 

3.9 Adjustments for face and edge planing with clearance gauge 

The clearance indicator and the clearance measuring instrument provide precise measurements of 
distances between planer parts. However, they require careful handling. When the planer is in full 
production and a rapid adjustment is needed, the operator does not always have time to prepare the 
work area for the manipulation of these instruments. What is required is an instrument which can be 
used more readily: the clearance gauge answers that description (Figures 31 and 32). See 
manufacturing plans of this tool in Appendix I. 

Figure 3 7. Clearance gauge Figure 32. Clearance gauge 

The clearance gauge is very precisely machined on its four faces, with the required clearances. For 
setting a cutterhead, the desired clearance is selected, and the gauge is set facing the head. The head 
is then rotated until the knife edges come into light contact with the gauge. 

A single tool provides eight different clearances. The easiest way to manufacture it is to start with 
1 in. x 1 in. bars (aluminum, bronze or soft metal), and to machine the instrument as needed. In this 
manner, it becomes possible to make all the adjustments for face and edge planing with a single 
clearance gauge (Figures 33, 34, 35 et 36). 

It is easier to machine a bar 3/4 in. thick x 2 in. wide x 16 in. long, with two shoulders each on top 
and bottom faces (figure 32). 
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Figure 33. Receiving plate clearance and Figure 34. Depth of cut of bottom head, 
chip-breaker adjustment and clearance of top head 

Outside head 

&gJ ....... I:: I:: ;,;;)ooy ..:.:.::..:. 
.............. .I. (-Jo&y ..:.:.::.:.:. qi -3 

Figure 35. Depth of cut of inside head, and Figure 36. Clearance of inside and 
outside chip-breaker clearance outside heads 

3.10 Adjusting guide deviation in the planer 

The guides are adjusted in relation to the reference line found to adjust the rolls for parallelism 
(section 3.4). In some planers, the right angle between the guide bar and the rolls needs to beadjusted, 
and not in others. The adjustment covered in this section is designed to force the lumber against the 
guides by setting them at a slight angle to the reference line. 

l Position the interior face of the guide bar located at the infeed end of the planer in line with the 
end of the first bottom infeed roll, as shown in Position A (Figure 37). 

Reference line 

Figure 37. Aligning the guide bar 
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. Measure the distance between the first bottom infeed roll and the end of the bottom outfeed roll 
(Position B). This distance (in feet), times l/l 6 in. [Akhurst (3) and Stetson-Ross (5)], gives the 
deviation (angle) required for the guide bar. For example, if the distance measured is 10 ft., the 
outfeed end of the guide bar needs to come in 5/8 in. (10 ft. x l/l 6 in.) relative to the end of the 
bottom outfeed roll. 

The purpose of this adjustment is to ensure good contact between the guide bar and the piece of lumber 
during planing. A deviation exceeding l/16 in. per foot may cause the guide bar to overheat (and 
even start a fire) and create feeding problems, but l/16 in. per foot may not be sufficient. The feed 
rolls can then be rotated relative to the guide bar [Yates (4)]. See next section on the alignment of 
auxiliary equipment. 

3.11 Aligning planer guides and auxiliary equipment 

Auxiliary equipment can be aligned in different manners, according to the type of product and the 
space available in the planer mill. Three different approaches can be considered. 

In the first approach, reverse guide angle, the infeed table is set at an angle which forces the lumber 
against the guide bar at the live bridge (Figure 38). As the piece of lumber enters the planer, it squeezes 
against the guide bar. This approach requires a fairly long live bridge to give the lumber enough time 
to find its position along the guide bar [Stetson-Ross (5)]. 

planer F Live bridge *- lnfeed table y 

Reference line 

lnfeed 
f 

Outside head 

Figure 38. Reverse guide angle (top view) 

In the second approach, which is better than the previous one, constant guide angle, the infeed table, 
the live bridge and the planer are set at the same angle (Figure 39). From the infeed table, the piece 
of lumber travels in a straight line through the live bridge and the planer, and remains against the 
guides. This method can accommodate any length of lumber, even if space around the planer is 
limited. Alternatively, the infeed table can be set parallel to the reference line if the live bridge is long 
enough for the piece to reach the right position before entering the planer. The deviation of the guides 
is set relative to the reference line, and adjustments start with the guide bar in the planer. A maximum 
deviation of l/l 6 in. per foot is recommended. Greater deviations can cause the guide bar to overheat 
(risk of fire), and disturb the lumber flow. 
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rD I-- Deviation + Deviation i ,F t ,, sati’; 

Figure 39. Constant guide angle 

In the third approach, the guides are set parallel to the reference line (Figure 40), but the infeed rolls 
are set at an angle to the guide bar, which forces the lumber against the guide bar [Yates (4)]. If need 
be, the guide bar can be set at an angle, but the risk of overheating is greater! 

A 

Figure 40. No guide angle 

Temperatures also go up when feed speed goes up. The cooling system of water-cooled guides should 
be checked regularly. The speed of the planer infeed rolls should increase gradually from one to the 
next, to avoid crowding between lumber pieces. This should result in a maximum spacing of l/4 in. 
between pieces. If the spacing is too large, the top rolls are likely to shatter the piece ends as they 
come down and smash into them. Too great differences between roll speeds can also cause the lumber 
fibres to break in tension. 

The pineapple (crowding) heads of the infeed table should not be set too low, or else the lumber will 
have difficulty going in, and it will then be delayed coming out of the heads, with too much gap left 
between pieces. In addition, there should always be a buffer of pieces on the infeed table so that the 
planer can be fed at a constant rate. The live bridge should be level with the receiving plate. 

The speed of the outfeed conveyor should be set 5 to 10 percent higher than that of the planer. The 
deceleration conveyor, should be as long and as wide as possible to avoid any tangling up of the pieces 
at that point. If the planer feed speed is very high, it may be desirable to set the outfeed conveyor at 
an angle (Figure 41). 
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/-=I- Deceleration conveyor -W/N--- zizor .----++------ Planer -4 

Figure 4 7. Outfeed and deceleration conveyors (top view) 

Drying quality has an effect on planing. Over-dry pieces are fragile, and, when they enter the planer, 
the pressure of the rolls may cause them to shatter, which results in downtime as the chunks of wood 
jammed in the planer have to be removed. 

The positioning of the stickers which space out the lumber during the drying process is also quite 
important. In addition to providing support for the lumber, the stickers should be used to provide 
restraint in a number of places, including the ends. This will prevent the ends from twisting and causing 
feed problems in the planer. Hardwood lumber requires more stickers than softwood. 

Proper alignment of the auxiliary equipment helps move the lumber smoothly, and position it 
adequately for the planing operation. 

3.12 Good vs bad adjustments 

Figures 42 and 43 illustrate proper adjustments of a planer. The piece of lumber is adequately 
restrained, and efficiently planed on all four faces. In Figures 44 and 45, on the other hand, the lumber 
is insufficiently restrained as it moves through the planer. Obviously, the figure exaggerates the 
misadjustment, but even slight misadjustment will result in lumber vibrations, increased machine wear, 
lower product quality, production downtime, mechanical damage, etc. Poor adjustments may also 
result in gouged piece ends as the lumber hits the knives at an angle before finding its proper position 
in the planer. 

Figure 42. Proper adjustments (face planing) 
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Figure 43. Proper adjustments (edge planing) 

Figure 44. Poor adjustments (face planing) 

Figure 45. Poor adjustments (edge planing) 
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4.0 REPLACING AND SHARPENING KNIVES 

4.1 Adjusting the sharpening system 

l Check the guide bar and the stone holder for slack (Figure 46). Eliminate any slack. 
l Remove one knife and the gib from the slot. Clean out the bottom of the slot. 
l Measure the distance from the guide bar to the bottom ofthe slot with a precision digital indicator 

attached to the stone holder. Move the stone holder along the full length of the cutterhead and 
observe the readings. They should not deviate by more than 0.001 in. 

l Repeat the above procedure on the edge of the slot (or directly on the cylinder). 
l A simple technique to check that the guide bar is parallel to the cutterhead consists in inserting 

a sheet of paper between the stone and the head. As you move the stone from one end of the 
head to the other, check the clearance with the paper. 

Bottom of slot 

Guide bar dial indicator - 

Figure 46. Adjusting guide bar 

4.2 Tightening head bolts sequence and knife balancing 

Figure 47 shows the tightening order of the head bolts. The knife should first be set in place under 
slight pressure of the gibs, applied in the same tightening order. As the bolts are tightened, the metal 
of the knife expands to the outside, and the knife remains flat. The procedure also protects the head 
from deformation. The bolts should be tightened with an adjustable torque wrench to the torque 
recommended by the manufacturer. Releasing the bolts should follow a reverse order. 

Never mix different types of steel, and different brands of knives on the same cutterhead. As a rule, 
knives are balanced in pairs, and the weight difference in a pair should not exceed 0.5 gram (l/60 oz.). 
Balanced knives should be set in opposite positions (Figure 48). Knives should be checked for weight 
after every sharpening operation, and adjusted with a precision balance. The same operation needs 
to be performed on bolts and gibs. 
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Figure 47. Head bolts tightening sequences Figure 48. Knife tightening sequence 

4.3 Knife grinding 

The purpose of grinding the knives, with a grinder, is to remove the heel left by the sharpening operation 
and service wear, and to eliminate any damage to the cutting edge caused by abrasive agents 
(e.g. sand, dirt), knots or metal scrap. Knife edge damage can also result from other factors, such as 
compression wood (high density and very fragile wood fibers). 

Every grinding operation reduces the width of the knives. Wider knives should preferably be used on 
the top head, which removes more fibre, and therefore needs to be more resistant. A minimum surface 
area is required for the knives to be securely locked in place, and manufacturer instructions as to 
minimum width should be adhered to. 

4.4 Knife jointing and sharpening 

The knives should be set in the 
cutterhead with the assistance of a jig 
in order to obtain a uniform cutting 
circle. The distance from the cutterhead 
to the edge of the knife should be 
between 3/32 in. and 3/16 in. Follow 
manufacturer’s instructions. Before 
proceeding with the jointing operation, 
let the head turn for 3 minutes to warm 
up the bearings in the electric motors. 
The purpose of the jointing operation is 
to obtain a uniform cutting circle and a 
sharp angle at the cutting point 
(Figure 49). Jointing is the first step after 
the knives have been mounted, while 
sharpening ensures a sharp angle at the 
cutting point during production. 
Before the sharpening operation, clean 
and lubricate the guide bar, but do not 
set it too tight, so the stone holder can 
slide easily. 

Knife projection 
3132” to 3/l 6” 

Cutting circle 
-7 

- 1/16”max. 

Figure 49. jointing and sharpening system 
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Adjust the stone for light passes. Push the stone holder slowly towards the other end of the head. If 
the stone wears out before reaching the end, move the guide bar to the other end, bring out the stone 
slightly towards the head, then pull the guide bar towards you. You should be able to do 3 passes 
before bringing out the stone again. Bring out the stone at each end in turn, to keep the wear of the 
knives as even as possible. Otherwise, the knives will develop an angle, and the lumber planed 
surfaces will no longer be parallel. Light and frequent sharpening passes during production are 
preferable to heavy and fast passes, as these can cause weaknesses to develop in the stones. The stones 
may then explode at any time. Besides, a wire edge may appear on the knives. Once the knives have 
been sharpened, reset the cutterheads, the chip-breakers and the plates to the recommended depths 
of cut and clearances. 

If the projection of one knife is greater than that 
of the others, a planing defect will result 
(Figure 50). 

Figure 50. Effect of uneven knife projections 

4.5 Knife wear 

Sand and dust raised by the wind in lumber yards settle on lumber surfaces, and cause much of the 
wear affecting the knives. Based on some measurements, the top head can lose 0.050 in. and the 
bottom head 0.030 in. over 60 hours of production. These numbers will vary between mills, but the 
operator should re-adjust the heads to obtain lumber sizes conforming to the grading rule. Use the 
clearance indicator to measure knife wear over several weeks, and under different conditions (species, 
temperature, moisture content, etc.). With this 
information, you will know when to adjust your 
cutterheads according to your environment. 
Also check knife wear against time (Figure 5 1). 

I 
/I 

k 
LL 

Wear 

Figure 5 7. Effect of wear on knife edge geometry 
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4.6 Cutting angle 

Figure 52 shows the cutting angle 
( CI, alpha), the grinding angle C/3, beta), 
and the clearance angle ( y, gamma) of 
a planer knife. Softwoods usually 
require greater cutting angles than 
hardwoods, because hardwood fibers 
are generally shorter, and they tend to 
tear out. In dry wood, a smtiller cutting 
angle is used. Power consumption 
increases with smaller cutting angles 
(Figures 53 and 54). To reduce the 
cutting angle without changing the 
knives, a micro-bevel is machined on 
the knife face (Figure 55). 

Figure 52. Cutting angles 

Original 
cutting 

A 
angle 

t- 

New 
cutting 
angle 

Figure 53. Large cutting angle Figure 54. Small cutting angle 

Table 1 

Figure 55 Introduction of 
micro-bevel 

Recommended cutting angles for various species and moisture conditions 

SPECIES 

Spruce and fir 

White, red or jack pine 

Cutting angle Grinding angle Cutting angle Grinding angle 
dry wood (8-l 2%) dry wood (8-l 2%) green wood (+ 20%) green wood (+ 20%) 

15-20 35 30-35 35 

15-20 30 30-35 30 

Source: High speed planer adjustment manual by Forintek 
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4.7 Clearance angle 

The clearance angle makes a lot of difference to the way the knife behaves during production, and to 
its working life between sharpening operations. The clearance angle should be neither too large nor 
too small. If it is too large, the grinding angle is too small, 
the edge of the knife is thin, and it dulls rapidly when cutting 
into knots. On the contrary, if the clearance angle is too 
small, the grinding angle is too large; the knife will not wear 
as fast, but surface quality will be poor. If the heel is too 
wide, a larger area of metal is in contact with the wood, 
which produces raised grain on dry wood, and fuzzy grain 
on green wood. To change the clearance angle without 
changing the knives, you can machine a micro-bevel 
(Figure 56). 

New clearance 
angle 

Figure 56. Modified clearance 
angle 

4.8 Power requirements 

Power requirements are influenced by: the number of knives, the depth and width of cut, the throat 
geometry, the species (granular structure, density and frequency of knots, etc.) and the moisture content 
of the wood (knives penetrate into green wood less easily than into dry wood). The throat geometry 
influences power consumption, because shavings that do not get removed tend to accumulate in front 
of the knife, where they get cut again before getting removed (Figures 57 et 58). Proper throat geometry 
allows the shavings to slip along the throat and out more easily. 

Power consumption increases when knife projection is too long, but, if it is too short, shavings build 
up in the throat. This causes power consumption to increase, and throws the head out of balance, 
which results in a lower quality lumber surface and premature bearing wear. 

Figure 57. Curved throat geometry Figure 58. Straight throat geometry 
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4.9 Surface quality 

A properly sharpened knife with a narrow heel will 
normally yield higher quality planing surfaces in 
softwoods (Figure 59). Dry wood requires a narrower heel 
than green wood. Hardwoods and woods with a high 
incidence of knots are best planed with a wider heel, 
which gives the knife greater strength, and prevents 
breakage at the edge. 

Maximum width for the heel is l/16 in. It has been 
established that a heel worn down to l/32 in. can still 
provide a good surface. Surface quality deteriorates as the 
heel widens from l/32 in. to l/l 6 in. If heel width exceeds 
l/l 6 in., surface quality is severely affected, because the 
heel creates a pounding effect and penetrates into the 
wood with greater difficulty. The larger heel area also 
generates friction and heat, and the knife may break as a 
result (Figure 60). 

Narrow AY 
heel 

figure 59. Narrow heel knife 

Wide 4 F- 
heel 

Figure 60. Wide heel knife 

Slope of grain affects planing quality. When planing against the grain, surface quality goes down, 
because surface fibers get broken and torn out (Figure 61). Planing with the grain yields better surface 
quality, as the fibers slide on top of one another during the planing process (Figure 62). High operating 
speeds cause wood fibers to break into longer shavings. 
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Figure 6 1. Planing against the grain Figure 62. Planing with the grain 
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Planing surface quality is widely measured in industry through the number of knife marks per inch 

Table 2 

Knife marks per inch* 

2,500 

3,000 

* Rotation speed: 3450 revolutions per minute (t-pm) 

Knife marks per inch = 
rpm x number of knives per head 

feed speed (ft.Imin.1 x 12 

Over 35 marks : Shiny or burnt surface 
15 to 35 marks : Good to excellent finish for mouldings, trim and flooring 
8 to 15 marks : Acceptable to good finish for mouldings, trim and flooring 
4 to 8 marks : Acceptable to excellent finish for construction lumber 
3 to 4 marks Unacceptable to acceptable finish for construction lumber 

Notes: The larger the cutting circle, the better the surface quality of the lumber, since the ridges are lower 
(Figures 63 and 64). To obtain a better surface finish with the same number of knives, the rotation speed 
of the cylinders can also be increased, but care should be taken not to exceed the maximum rotation 
speed recommended by the supplier, as the knives might come loose and fly out of the planer. The 
number of marks per inch can be obtained simply by counting the number of ridges (or valleys) over a 
given distance (say 2 inches), and dividing the number of ridges by the distance (Figure 65). 

/ / / 

,---__\/ Cuttingcircle 

I/ 
\ 
\ 

I I 

Figure 63. Small cutting circle Figure 64. Large cutting circle 
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Results: 6 marks / 1.2” = 5 marks/inch 

Figure 65. Knife marks per inch 

4.10 Adjusting knives in the inside and outside heads 

The objective of this section is to ensure to have a constant cutting circle on the inside and the outside 
heads. Also, the vertical position of the knives must be at the same position. A simple method is to use 
a jig that the cutting circle and the height are already adjusted (Figure 66). The head is set into the shaft 
of the jig and the knives are inserted in the slot until they touch on the bottom of the jig. The machining 
of the jig must be done for keeping the knife centering in the slot (Figure 67). 

Figure 66. Adjusting jig for knives of inside or outside head 

Cuttil 

......................... ......................... ......... ........... ......................... ........... .............. .................. ...... ........... ............. ......................... 

Height setting Cut of jig 

Figure 67. Adjusting knife with jig 
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4.11 Vertical setting of the inside and outside heads 

When the edges have to be rounded, mismatch of the heads is prohibited (Figure 68). To solve the 
problem, a straight edge (3/4 in. x 3/4 in. x 3 in.) is put on the reference bars and the heads are adjusted 
as shown on the figure (Figure 69). 

Knife L Knife 

Knife 

\ 

Straight edge 

Reference edge y 

Figure 68. Misalignment of knife figure 69. Adjusting knife with a straight edge 

An other method is to machine a metal block responding to a good adjustment (Figure 70). Trials must 
be done to determine the good set-up. The jig is put on the reference bar and the heads are raised until 
touching the jig (Figure 71). 

Jig 
Knife 

-7 7 

Figure 70. Adjusting jig for 
inside and outside heads 

Figure 7 1. Adjusting lateral cutterheads 
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4.12 Calculations 

This section contains a number of equations drawn from reference manuals; you can use them to verify 
some planing parameters (Figures 72 and 73). 

H = Depth of cut (in.) 
T = Number of knives per head 
W = Planing width (in.): e.g. 2 in. x 4 in. rough sawn 
n = Rotation speed of cutterhead (revolutions per minute) 
Sfr = Rotation speed of feed rolls (rpm) 
Dfr = Diameter of feed roll (in.) 
D = Diameter of cutting circle (in.) 
R = Radius of cutting circle (in.) = D / 2 
x = Pi 
t = Time (seconds) 

sg = Specific gravity, black spruce 
MO = Moisture content (%) 
a = Nominal cutting angle (alpha) 

Y = Nominal clearance angle (gamma) 
Es = Specific cutting energy (specific gravity 0.7) = 

Example 

l/16 in. 
16 
3.650 in. 
3450 rpm 
420 rpm 
10 in. 
12 in. 
6 in. 
3.1416 
0.1 sec. 
0.406 
100% 
3o” 
25’ 
15 hp/ft.3/min. 

E, (hp/ft.3/min.) 55.7 37.4 24.7 18.4 15.2 

Thickness of 
shaving (in.) 0.00197 0.0039 0.0079 0.0118 0.0158 

Source: Comment bien usiner le bois, CTBA 

Cutting circle 

Figure 72. Trace of knife in space (trochoi’d) 
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Figure 73. Trace of cutting circle 

Peripheral cutting speed of knives (Sp) 

s, IlDn =- 
12 

3.1416 x 12 in. x 3450 rpm = 
12 in./ft. 

= 10839 ft./min. 

Feed speed of lumber through planer (9 

s, = n 4 % 
12 

3.141 6 x IO in. x 420 rpm = 
12 in./ft. 

= 1100 ft./min. 

Resulting cutting speed of knives (SC) 

Sp + % SC =- 
60 

10839 ft./min. + 1100 ft./min. I 
60 sedmin. 

= 199 ft.k!c. 

bl 
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length of wave (Lw) 161 
12 s, 

Lw =- 
nT 

12 idft. x 1 100 fI./min. = 
3450 rpm x 16 knives 

= 0.239 in. 

Instant radius of wave @,rho) 

p= ;1R2+[+-$+ LwTy+) 
L,,, T (R - H) 

+ R2 
2l-l 

= v(6 in.)’ + (0.608 in.)’ + 7.23 in.’ 
3.61 in.’ + (6 in.)’ 

= 7.3 in. 

Depth of pass QJ 

= 0.0571 in.’ 
57.74 in. 

= 0.00099 in. 

Length of shaving (travel of knife in wood) (L) 

=6in.xarccos(l -F) + 0.239 in. x 16 x J(12 in. x l/l6 in.) - (l/l6 in.)’ 
3.141 6 x 12 in. 

bl 

bl 

= 0.955 in. 
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Average thickness of shavings (simplified formula) (tas) 

= 0.017 in. 

Average thickness of shavings (ta) 

L H 
5 =w 

L 

0.239 in. x l/l6 in. = 
0.955 in. 

= 0.016 in. 

The following hp and hp, formulas should never be expected to provide actual or even approximate 
values, but only orders of magnitude. The ES factor varies with the wood and operating conditions. 
The hp, formula only takes into account the power required to accelerate the shaving, which 
corresponds to roughly 21% of the total power requirement. This percentage will vary with the mills. 
Compare the power used by your planer with the following formulas: 

Power required with tas=0.015 in. (hp) [71 

hp = 
S, W H E, 

144 

1 100 ft./min. x 3.650 in. x l/16 in. x 15 hp/fL3/min. = 
144 in.‘/ft.’ 

= 26.1 hp 

Cutting power according to kinetic energy changes of the shaving @pa) 

hp, = 34058 x 12 

l/l 6 in. x 3.650 in. x 1 100 ft./min. x (199 ft./sec.j2 x 0.406 x (I + I) = 
34058 x 12 in&. 

[61 

= 19.7 hp 
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Force of an unbalanced knife (Kf) PI 
K 

f 
= 0.000028416 x Weight of knife imbalance (lb.) x D x n2 

2 

= 0.000028416 x l/64 lb. x 12 in. x (3450 rpm)* 

- 32 lb. 

161 

= 30” + arccos 6 in. - l/16 in. 2 x 3.141 6 x d(2 x 6 in. x l/16 in.) - (6 in.)2 
6 in. (2 x 3.141 6 x (6 in. - l/16 in.)) + (0.239 in. x 16 in.) 

= 30” + 8.3” - 5.32” = 32.98 

Instant clearance angle (7) [61 

yinst. =y-arccos(y) +arctan[ :tE) 

= 25” - arccos 6 in. - l/16 in. 
6 in. 

= 25” - 8.3’ + 5.32” = 22.02’ 

2 x 3.141 6 x (2 x 6 in. x l/16 in.) - (6 in.)2 
(2 x 3.141 6 x (6 in. - l/16 in.)) + (0.239 in. x 16 in.) 

Position of cutting point in space, cutting against grain Cx,y) 

X 

6 in. sin 0.1 sec. x 3450 rpm x 360”hevoIution 12 in./ft. x 1100 ft./min. x 0.1 sec. = x 
60 sedmin. 60 sec./min. 

= 14 in. 

= 6 in. x cos 0.1 sec. x 3450 rpm x 360”hour 
60 sec./min. 

= 0 in. 

[71 
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5.0 WOOD CHARACTERISTICS AND SURFACE DEFECTS 

Most common commercial species are characterized by annual growth rings made up of two distinct 
zones: earlywood and latewood. Earlywood is formed in the presence of abundant water. its rapid 
growth gives it low density, and it is easy to recognize on the growth rings. Latewood is typically 
much denser than earlywood, and its darker colour makes it easy to distinguish from earlywood. This 
density contrast creates surface quality problems. Surface defects usually result from dull knives or 
cutting angles which are not suitable for the condition of the wood. 

5.1 Raised grain 

Raised grain defects appear when the latewood (denser) is compressed into the earlywood (lighter). 
As the latewood springs back, it gets raised above the level of the earlywood. 

Possible causes: 

dull knives 
cutting angle too small 
excessive feed roll pressure 
heel too wide 
excessive depth of cut 
wood too wet 
too much pressure from pressure bar 
feed speed too high 

5.2 Fuzzy grain 

Fuzzy grain occurs when fibers get torn after being raised. The wood surface is covered with a curly 
fuzz. 

Possible causes: 

l cutting angle too small 
l dull knives 
l heel too wide 
. wood too wet 
l tension wood 
l insufficient depth of cut 
l feed speed too low 
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5.3 Torn grain 

Torn grain is produced when fibers get broken below the level of the machined surface. It is 
characterized by small depressions, and is frequently found in the vicinity of knots, where slope of 
grain runs against feed direction. Dry latewood may cause torn grain. 

Possible causes: 

. excessive depth of cut 

. cutting angle too large 

l excessive feed speed 
l dull knives 
. wood too dry 
. slope of grain running contrary to the knives 
l heel too wide 

5.4 Knife marks 

Knife marks appear as waves on the wood surface. They usually show quite clearly, and follow a 
regular pattern. 

Possible causes: 

. uneven projection of knives 
l head improperly balanced (uneven knife weights, damaged bearing, ineffectual head locking 

system, accumulation of fibres somewhere on the head, etc.) 
. excessive feed speed 
l pressure bar too high 
l insufficient jointing (uneven cutting circle) 

5.5 Chip marks 

Chip marks appear as shallow depressions on the planed surface. They are caused by planer shavings 
which cling to the knife edge and pound the planed surface. These marks appear around knots, and 
when planing against the grain. Dry latewood tends to be associated with chip marks. 

Possible causes: 

l poor performance of the shavings collection system 
. resin in the wood 
. wire edge on the knives 
. wood to wet 
. insufficient depth of cut 
l excessive feed speed 
l heel too wide 

l outfeed roll too high 
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5.6 Roll marks 

These marks appear as well defined, symmetrical depressions on the planed wood surface. When 
such wood is exposed to high humidity conditions, the compressed wood in the depressions will spring 
back and cause surface unevenness. These depressions may be due to excessive roll pressure or to 
the overly adherent surface pattern (knurling or other) of the following rolls: 

. infeed and outfeed rolls of sawmill machinery (resaw, edger, etc.) 
l infeed table rolls (pineapple rolls) 
l planer infeed and outfeed rolls 

5.7 Shiny surface 

The wood surface may become shiny, with or without longitudinal lines. 

Possible causes: 

l dull knives 
l heel too wide, and fiber on the knife edge 
l pressure bar too low 
l bottom head too low relative to receiving plate 
. chip-breaker worn out 
l feed speed too low relative to head speed 

5.8 Burnt surface 

The wood surface may be burnt in places. 

Possible causes: 

. ineffective cooling of the guide bar 

. excessive friction due to misadjustment of a planer part 

. lumber jammed in the planer (a small air space is created between the wood surface and the 
cutting circle; the air temperature in that space increases rapidly, causing the wood to burn) 

. insufficient depth of cut 

5.9 Knife wear 

. wood species 

. stone dust (sawing quality, lumber yard, etc) 
l knife quality 
l grinding quality 
. heel width (if the heel is too wide, the knife heats up and wears out faster) 
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6.0 SOLUTIONS TO COMMON PROBLEMS 

6.1 Washboard 

l The gibs are not applying even pressure on the knives. The cutterhead may be oval. 
l The gibs may be damaged or worn out, or they may have filled up with debris which cause an 

imbalance of the head. 

l Excessive wear in the drive gears and chains of the machine may result in oscillations. 
l An imbalance in the magnetic field of an electric motor may be causing vibrations. 

6.2 Lumber does not flow smoothly through planer 

l Bottom infeed rolls set too low. 
l Top infeed rolls set too high. 
l Excessive depth of cut. 
l Insufficient tension of top infeed rolls. 
. Lumber improperly positioned. 
l Chip-breaker, pressure bar and pressure bar for edgeplaning set too tight. Too much pressure 

on lumber pieces. 
l Excessive wear (guide bar, bedplate, chip-breaker heel, etc.). 

6.3 Motor stoppage 

l Excessive knife wear or knife heel too wide. Motor overloaded. 
l Motor running on excessive voltage because other machines are drawing too much amperage. 
. Feed speed to low or too high. 
. Pressure bar set too low. Excessive resistance. 

6.4 Lumber turning in planer 

l Pressure guide too tight on one side. 

l Top outfeed roll not parallel to bottom outfeed roll. 
l Bottom infeed rolls not parallel to bedplate. 
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7.0 MAINTENANCE 

7.1 Daily maintenance 
. Perform face and edge planing adjustment operations at every break or as frequently as possible. 
. Clean out the planer with compressed air at least twice in every shift; this will reduce the risks 

of fire or debris build-up around the knives. Wear safety goggles. 
. Clean up cutterheads and guides with non-flammable solvent. Pour solvent over the heads while 

they are still turning slowly before stopping. 
. Check all bolts and screws of retaining systems. 
. Fill up all lubrication reservoirs with oil, and grease all grease points. 
. Check the knives and change them before the heel exceeds l/32 in. to l/l 6 in. 
. Inspect all moving parts, and remove any wood debris or knots that might be trapped. 
. Check sharpening stones for wear. 
l Keep bearings clean. 

7.2 Weekly maintenance 

l Check hydraulic system. 
. Check alignment as described earlier. 
. Check following parts for wear: receiving plate and bedplate, infeed rolls, chip-breaker parts; 

and rotate parts for even wear. 
. Clean out the motors, and the inside and outside of the planer with compressed air. Dust may 

enter the motors and cause overheating. 
. Drain compressed air system (twice a week). 
. Clean sharpening system rails, and adjust stone holder for smooth travel. 
l Clean sharpening stones. 

7.3 Monthly maintenance 

. Re-adjust infeed and outfeed. 

. Check all bolts and tighten if needed. 

. Check drive system, and replace any worn parts (gears, chains, sprockets). 

. Check hydraulic system and water flow in guide bar. 
. Rotate chip-breaker parts for even wear. 
. Check voltage and amperage of motors with ammeter (every 6 months). 

7.4 Other maintenance 

. Cold oil is more viscous, which increases power requirements. Warm up oil to manufacturer 
recommended temperature. 

. In cold weather, check compressed air lines and tanks for ice build-up. Drain tanks once a week. 
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8.0 SAFETY 

Avoid observing the planer too closely when it is running. If you need to observe it, wear a shield. A 
running planer can be dangerous, as wood debris may come flying out at any time and cause serious 
bodily harm. Moving parts can also break and fly out. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Wear a shield during jointing and sharpening operations. Never perform these operations while 
wood is being planed. 
Do not wear gloves or loose fitting clothing. 
Make sure all parts have come to a complete stop before you work on the machine. 
Cut power at the main breaker, and lock it with your personal lock. 
Nobody should restart the planer, other than the operator. 
Remove all tools from the planer before starting it. 

Wear gloves to handle the knives: they are extremely sharp. 
Wear hearing protection whenever the planer is running. 
Make use of a hoist to lift heavier parts. 
Never remove any debris unless motors have come to a complete stop. 
Keep the planer area clean at all times to avoid tripping and falling onto the machine. 
Install an A-B-C type fire extinguisher near-by. 
Never clean yourself with compressed air: tiny dust particles may penetrate into your skin and 
cause infections or cancer. 
Failure to follow these rules may be very hazardous to your physical health. 
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9.0 TARGET-SIZES 

With good planer adjustments, the sawmill can reduce its target-sizes (Figure 74) and increase its yield. 
First, an analysis, performed with the formula for maximum depth of cut, will give an idea of how 
much target-sizes can be reduced. This is followed by a first test until the desired planing quality is 
obtained. If the first test proves successful, it may be possible to envisage a second reduction of 
target-sizes through the same process. 

Target 

Target 
thickness 

---l 

Figure 74. Elements of target-sizes 
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10.0 APPEARANCE 

There is an important aspect of quality that is not covered by NLGA rules, and that is the appearance 
of the lumber. Today’s buyers have high expectations when it comes to appearance. Competition is 
fierce in the lumber industry, and buyers have a wide selection to chose from. If you can produce 
lumber graded #2 with appearance characteristics close to #l, buyers will be more likely to buy your 
production than something that looks like #3 [Laganiere (9)]. This may not automatically result in a 
better price, but it will boost the mill’s reputation for quality, and make sales a lot easier. 

It follows that good control of your planer has a direct impact on the financial performance of your 
company. 
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11.0 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 

If you have not already done so, you way want to consider a number of improvements to your planer 
operation. Here are a few suggestions: 

. Try out knives made from different steel types. 

. Experiment with different cutting angles on your knives. 

. Measure knife wear against time under prevailing conditions. 

. Analyze results obtained with various adjustments under various conditions. 

. Mount ammeters on the electric motors of the top and bottom cutterheads to detect: 
- any serious imbalance between amounts of fiber removed by the two heads, 
- worn or defective bearings, 
- possible motor outage. 

. Install width and thickness gauges (precision: 0.001 in.) at the outfeed of the machine, to obtain 
immediate information on possible misadjustment. 

l Install width and thickness gauges (precision: 0.001 in.) at the infeed end of the machine, to 
obtain size information on incoming rough lumber, and adjust the planer accordingly. 

. Measure the pressure of all infeed and outfeed rolls with a balance. Check pressure when 
performing adjustments. 

. Install braking systems on cutterhead motors. These will reduce the risk of accidents, and 
facilitate maintenance and adjustments during breaks. 

. Use a tachometer to check rotation speed of infeed and outfeed rolls. 

. Check plates for wear, and replace them if necessary. 

. Install precision position readouts to precisely adjust cutterheads and plates. 
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12.0 CONCLUSION 

With the information contained in this manual, you will be able to perform fast, easy and precise 
adjustments on your planer. The tools recommended are easy to use yet accurate, and they will let 
you carry out quick adjustments. 

We strongly recommend that you use these adjustment instruments as frequently as possible, and keep 
your planer properly maintained. When the planer is running smoothly, problems are much easier to 
detect and to fix. 

Keep in mind that the planer mill needs to work in close cooperation with the other operations of the 
mill (sawing and drying). Daily check-ups on sawing accuracy are necessary to reduce target-sizes. 
And tight control over target-sizes at the sawmill makes it much easier to reduce fibre loss at the planer 
mill by allowing for minimized depth of cut. 

Wood resources have become very costly, and they need to yield a maximum of production. Over 
the past few years, sawing operations have managed to reduce saw kerf widths substantially. Planer 
mills now need to change radically if target-sizes are to see another drastic reduction. The precision 
instruments described in this manual will help you reach these objectives while maintaining excellent 
planing quality. 

Always keep in mind that the market value of planer shavings is low, and that they have to be replaced 
with a higher value product (more sawn lumber). 

Planing is the final stage in the transformation process from log to lumber, and it is the one that 
determines the quality of the finished product. Planer control is the key to your customers satisfaction 
and to their loyalty. 
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APPENDIXES 
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4 
Threaded hole 

- W-20NC 
qw 

Note: A and B faces must be perfectly parallel. The plate can be extended to get a better stability. 
Material: Aluminum plate 1” x 5 W x 6” 

Base Plate 

/ t 
4” 2” 

I i I 
I 

Hole 05/l 6” 
stv: 2 

Sloted hole - 
05/8” x l/2” 

t ‘h” 
--x- 8 c 

Material: Aluminum plate t/8” x 4” x 7 % 
Holding Plate 

Note: The Holding Plate is bolted on the Base Plate with W-20NC bolts and washers. The digital dial indicator is introduced in 
the sloted hole of the Holding Plate. The geometry of the indicator has to be fitted. 

Clearance indicator 
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Threaded hole 

Material: Aluminum bar 1” x 1 %” x 12” 

Note: The position of the threaded hole must be modified during planing boards other than 1 W of thickness. 
The length of the Clearance Measuring Indicator may vary depending on the planer manufacturers. 

Clearance measuring instrument 
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This part must be fitted to center the 
knives in the slot of the cutterhead. 

Material: Machined aluminum plate 1 %” x lo” x 1 Cl”. 

Note: The dimensions of this jig must be adapted to the dimensions of your cutterhead. The dimensions of 
this jig are used as reference only. 

]ig for knives of inside or outside head 
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/ 

Reference 

/ 

Clearance 

r 1” 

Recommended clearance: 0.125” (l/8”) 
0.080” 
0.0625” (l/16”) 
0.050” 
0.040” 
0.0312” (l/32”) 
0.010” 
0.005” 

Material: Aluminum bar 1” x 1’ x 22” 

Note: Faces on the same side must be perfectly parallel. The reference faces can be extended to get a better support. 

Clearance gauge 
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